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Abstract
Single ionization fully differential cross sections for 2 MeV/amu C6+ + He
collisions are obtained and analysed using the classical trajectory Monte Carlo
and continuum distorted wave models. The present theoretical results are
compared with the recent experimental data of Fischer et al. The published
experimental conditions are considered in both theoretical models. The
inclusion of the momentum distribution of the target atom leads to an improved
description of the forward electron emission. Dalitz plots for single ionization
fully differential cross sections in ion–atom collisions are presented and are
used to help elucidate the collision dynamics.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

Single ionization of He by highly charged particle impact has been the subject of intensive
studies during the last few years. The availability of kinematically complete experiments
provides new insight into the dynamics of ion–atom collisions [1, 2] and illustrates collision
dynamics in a way only previously achieved for electron–atom studies [3].

Even though fully differential cross sections (FDCS) have been calculated for electron–
atom collisions for more than 35 years, the first theoretical FDCS for ion–atom collisions
were presented by Berakdar et al in 1993 for proton and antiproton impact of atomic
hydrogen on helium [4]. In their work they presented angular and energy distributions and
illustrated the differences between particle and antiparticle impact. Later, in 1996 Gasaneo
et al published continuum distorted wave (CDW) FDCS for the proton–hydrogen collision
system and represented them in momentum space for the ionized electron [5]. With such
a representation, they identified the ring-shaped pattern that corresponds to a double binary
collision with the target. This work was closely followed by classical trajectory Monte Carlo
(CTMC) calculations that provided fully differential cross sections to illustrate the evolution
of the charge-transfer-to-the-continuum peak [6]. Even though experimental data for much
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more involved targets and highly charged projectiles were initially presented in the momentum
space representation [7, 8], the angular distributions so familiar to electron–atom studies were
soon illustrated [9–11]. As a result, distorted wave theories as well as the classical trajectory
Monte Carlo method have been employed in order to theoretically reproduce the measured
angular distributions [12–17].

In the present work, we use a three-body CTMC model in which the electron and projectile
are subjected to an effective potential representing the parent He+ core. The effective potential
used here is the Hartree–Fock potential fit provided by Garvey et al [18]. Being an event-by-
event computational experiment, the CTMC method can also easily introduce the experimental
parameters and published uncertainties [11].

Although the target temperature along the jet direction is about 1 K in the experiment, it is
well known that the transverse momentum of the jet broadens due to the small non-Gaussian
tails [19, 20]. The role played by the perpendicular temperature in a supersonic gas-jet target
and its effect in the angular distributions has been recently considered by Olson and Fiol
for highly charged particle impact of Au53+ on He [21]. In that work the authors showed
that previously reported discrepancies, mainly concerning the forward direction emission
and cross-section magnitudes, can be removed by including the momentum distribution of
the target atoms in their initial state. In our calculations, for every ionizing trajectory each
component of the residual target momentum was randomly perturbed following a normal
distribution. In this work, we consider the C6+ + He system and present results obtained with
a target momentum distribution of �pR⊥ = 0.3 au as given by Fischer et al [22].

In contrast to the CTMC model which includes all the interactions between particles
at all times, the continuum distorted wave models employed during the 1990s to calculate
doubly differential cross sections (DDCS) did not explicitly depend on the nuclear–nuclear
(NN) interaction. Although the CDW wavefunction explicitly includes that interaction, the
cross sections’ calculations were simplified by employing an impact parameter approximation
where the projectile followed a straight-line trajectory [23, 24]. The resulting DDCS are then
independent of the NN factor. That approach proved to be justified in the study of electron
momentum cross sections. On the other hand, all the interactions between particles must be
explicitly considered when the cross sections are related to the projectile deflection. During the
last decade, several groups have worked towards the explicit inclusion of the NN interaction
in their calculations using different approaches [25–28]. In particular, the FDCS have proven
to be very sensitive to this interaction [12–17, 27].

In the present quantum mechanical analysis, we employ a Born initial state and a
continuum distorted wave (CDW) final state in which the emitted electron–target interaction
is given by the Garvey potential for an electron evolving in the field of a He+ ion. The
projectile–emitted electron interaction and the nuclear–nuclear interaction are considered as
pure Coulomb potentials as described in a previous paper [15]. The CDW results have
been convoluted over the reported target momentum distribution above referenced [22].
The inclusion of the experimental target gas-jet momentum spread requires a considerable
computational effort. For the present work, nearly 3 × 104 FDCS were calculated with the
CDW method, for a grid of Q⊥ values from 0 au to 2 au in steps of 0.05 au. The azimuthal
and polar angles necessary to calculate the FDCS for the different collision planes were varied
in steps of 10◦.

The parallel collision plane case for the present system has been already considered by
Foster et al [17], showing that the present CDW and the 3DW-EIS model behave similarly
and provide a reasonable description of Fischer’s experimental data. In this sense, they have
shown that the initial state correlation does not appear to play an important role in the range
of energies and momentum transfers considered in Fischer’s experimental work.
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Figure 1. Fully differential cross section for 2 MeV/amu C6+ collisions on He and momentum
transfer Q = 0.65 au in (a) the parallel plane and (b) the perpendicular plane. Theories: line
with open circles: CTMC model; line with open squares: CTMC model including the target
momentum distribution; dashed line: CDW model; solid line: CDW model convoluted over the
target momentum distribution. The experimental data of Fischer et al are represented by solid dots.
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Figure 2. Three-dimensional fully differential cross section for 2 MeV/amu C6+ collisions on He
and momentum transfer Q = 0.65 au. (a) CDW model results neglecting the target momentum
spread; (b) CDW model results convoluted over the target atom distribution given by Fischer et al.

In figures 1(a) and (b), we present FDCS in the collision and perpendicular planes for
electrons emitted at 4 eV with momentum transfer Q = 0.65. The bin sizes used in the
CTMC are the same as those of the experiment and are �E = ±2 eV and �Q = 0.15.
For both theoretical methods, calculations with no initial target motion (T = 0 K) and with
the target atom distribution reported by Fischer et al [22] are shown. It can be seen that the
agreement of both theories with the experiment improves as the target momentum distribution
is included. This is particularly noteworthy in the forward direction (θe = 0◦), where now
the convolved theories quantitatively reproduce the binary peak, increasing the θe = 0◦ cross
sections by a factor of approximately 5. In the perpendicular plane, on the other hand, the
agreement between theories improves as the momentum spread of the target is taken into
account. Moreover, while the CTMC results mainly evidence an increase of the forward
direction emission, the CDW results show a significant increase of intensity over the whole
angular range.

In order to have another view of the effect that the target momentum distribution has on the
FDCS, in figure 2 we show three-dimensional CDW plots for the case considered in figure 1.
It can be seen that CDW calculations with no initial target motion (T = 0 K) show very little
structure in the perpendicular collision plane, providing a clear two-lobe shape (figure 2(a)).
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The latter is washed out in the convoluted CDW results (figure 2(b)), and a clear intensity
enhancement in the perpendicular plane is observed.

Three quantities should be considered fundamental in ion–atom collisions studies: the
emitted electron momentum (pe), the momentum transfer of the projectile (Q) and the recoil
momentum of the parent ion (pR). It is in the way that these quantities interplay that ionization
mechanisms can be identified. In order to shed light on the various interactions, we present
and analyse Dalitz plots for the system under study.

This representation was originally introduced by Dalitz in 1953 in a particle physics
context and consists of plots in which three related variables are plotted simultaneously
[29]. Recently, these plots were found to be useful for analysing the energy sharing
between electrons following triple ionization in ion–atom collisions where experimental
data and CTMC calculations were compared at the DDCS level [30]. In a recent study
concerning DDCS [31], Dalitz plots were proposed as a convenient representation to
analyse three-body single ionization collisions and the following variables were applied:
πQ = Q2

/(
Q2 + p2

e + p2
R

)
, πe = p2

e

/(
Q2 + p2

e + p2
R

)
and πR = p2

R

/(
Q2 + p2

e + p2
R

)
. These

variables add to unity and each of them is represented by the distance between the point under
consideration in the plot and the triangle side they represent with πQ, πe and πR being the
fraction of squared momentum transferred to the projectile, ionized electron and recoil ion,
respectively.

In the following, we show how the standard angular distributions are related to their
corresponding Dalitz plots for different momentum transfers, electron energies and emission
planes.

In figures 3(a)–(e), we present FDCS in the collision plane for electrons emitted at 4 eV
with momentum transfers of Q = 0.2, 0.45, 0.65, 1 and 1.5 au, respectively. CTMC and
CDW calculations are displayed with the target atom distribution reported by Fischer et al
[22]. The experimental data are those of Fischer et al (2003). The bin sizes used in the CTMC
are the same as those of the experiment and are �E = ±2 eV, �Q = 0.05, 0.05, 0.15, 0.2
and 0.3 au for Q = 0.2, 0.45, 0.65, 1 and 1.5 au, respectively.

The CDW theory gives in general a nice description of the experiment while the CTMC
results provide a good representation of the binary peak but underestimate the recoil peak.
In the forward direction, θe = 0◦, both CTMC and CDW theories are almost coincident and
quantitatively reproduce the experimental binary peak, providing a good description of the
forward emission. The CTMC intensity profile in the recoil peak is also similarly increased
but still does not provide the observed peaked-shape structure. The failure of the CTMC
calculations to reproduce the recoil peak most likely arises because of the incorrect classical
description of 180◦ scattering between the ionized electron and the He+ recoil ion [32]. On the
other hand, the convoluted CDW model improves the description of the recoil peak compared
to the calculations with no initial target motion.

We now turn to the corresponding Dalitz plots that are shown in figures 3(f )–( j). We show
the results obtained with the CTMC model only, because they are similar to those obtained
with the CDW model. Each point represents an individual ionization event. In figure 3(f ),
we locate the centre of the triangle which corresponds to πQ = πe = πR = 1/3 in order to
help illustrate how the πj variables should be read in the present representation. The latter
is the case in which the same fraction of squared momentum is transferred to the projectile,
ionized electron and recoil ion, respectively. For low momentum transfer, structure will appear
only in the lower part of the Dalitz plot indicating very little net momentum transfer to the
projectile, but equal and opposite momenta for the electron and recoil ion. It should be noted
that the exact limit Q = 0 is forbidden since a minimum longitudinal momentum transfer
Qmin = (|εi | + p2

e

/
2
)/

v is necessary in order to ionize an electron.
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Figure 3. Fully differential cross sections and Dalitz plots in the collision plane for 2 MeV/amu C6+

collisions on He. Theories: line with open squares: CTMC model including the target momentum
distribution; solid line: CDW model convoluted over the target momentum distribution. The
experimental data of Fischer et al are represented by solid dots.
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As the Q value increases to 0.45 au, figure 3(g), it can be seen that electrons are emitted
with low and high recoil of the parent ion, respectively. This is interesting, since in the angular
distributions the two visible peaks are usually named binary and recoil peaks, independent of
the emission energy and the partitioning of the total momentum transfer. However, we can see
from figure 3(g) that if the Q value is smaller than that needed to eject an electron with 4 eV,
the target ion plays an important role and it always recoils. In this sense, we can say that both
the ‘binary’ and ‘recoil’ peaks involve recoil of the target ion but in minor and major degrees,
respectively.

As the Q value tends to be equal to the emitted electron momentum, figures 3(g) and (h),
we find numerous events in the πR = 0 region. This is just the ‘classical’ limit for the binary
peak: the emitted electron absorbs all the momentum transfer (pe = Q) of the projectile
and the parent ion is a simply spectator and does not recoil. After the electron has been
emitted, it can suffer a secondary collision with the parent ion and transfer to it an amount of
momentum of pR = 2Q. In terms of the πj variables, this limit corresponds to the location
πQ = πe = 1/6;πR = 4/6. These values correspond to ‘recoil peak’ scattering.

When the Q value exceeds that of the electron momentum, figures 3(i) and ( j), the parent
ion again recoils. In this case, however, the recoil momentum changes its direction and points
parallel to the momentum transfer.

In figure 4, we consider the same sequence of emission energies and momentum transfers
shown in figure 3, but for the perpendicular plane. The CDW calculations are extremely
sensitive to the specific Q value and, in general, the agreement between theories is good for
low Q values and worsens as Q increases. CTMC–CDW discrepancies in the perpendicular
plane were reported for 100 MeV/amu C6+ + He collisions [14] for which experimental
data are available. In this geometry, only the CTMC provided reliable results, predicting a
two-lobe structure oriented symmetric to the axis perpendicular to Ki (the incident projectile
momentum) and Q (assuming these vectors to be quasi-orthogonal). Even though absolute
angular distributions in the perpendicular plane for the 2 MeV/amu C6+ + He have not been
reported, we perform a comparison between the theories for the system under study. For the
CTMC case, a clear increase of the forward electron emission is predicted at low momentum
transfers, while a clear two-lobe structure is obtained for the higher momentum transfers
considered. In the latter Q region, the CDW theory predicts a rather flat behaviour with a
much lower profile intensity.

Three clear limits can be identified in the Dalitz plots for the perpendicular configuration.
For low momentum transfers (pR ≈ −pe), the following particular values for the ternary
variables are obtained: πQ = 0, πe = πR = 1/2. The departure from this exact limit (πe, πR

slightly lower than 0.5 and πe close to but not exactly zero) depends on pe. For large Q,
we have pR ≈ Q and the ternary variables are now given by πQ = πR = 1/2, πe = 0.

For intermediate Q values (Q = pe, pR > Q,pR > pe), the ternary variables are given by
πQ = πe = Q2

/(
2Q2 + p2

R

)
and πR = p2

R

/(
2Q2 + p2

R

)
or, in other words, πQ = πe < 1/3

and πR > 1/3.
The CTMC results clearly satisfy these three limits as shown in figure 4 as do the CDW

calculations. The main difference between theories is where the most intense structures are
located. Furthermore, it can be seen that for Q ≈ pe, a strong three-body correlation is
expected in contrast to the ‘classical binary hit plus secondary scattering’ picture adopted in
the parallel collision plane which gives a major contribution in πR ≈ 0.

The CTMC results should be considered more reliable for the present system as the
considered Q value increases. In this limit, the contribution to the FDCS arising from small
impact parameters increases and the reaction takes place with the particles close to each other.
The CDW model represents an asymptotic solution of the three-body problem and is not
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Figure 4. Fully differential cross sections and Dalitz plots in the perpendicular collision plane for
C6+ collisions on He. Notation is the same as in figure 3.
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supposed to be valid in that ‘reaction’ zone. This model neglects the non-orthogonal kinetic
energy consisting of the terms of the kinetic energy operator which couple the three possible
pairs of particles. Whether or not the inclusion of more sophisticated wavefunctions would
improve the agreement with the CTMC results in the high momentum transfer regime is still
an open question. A good theoretical model to examine this phenomenon would be the �2

model of Gasaneo et al, which provides a correlated picture of the continuum of an electron in
the field of two ionic centres. This correlated wavefunction approximates the non-orthogonal
kinetic energy transfer and has been successfully used in DDCS calculations in ion–atom
collisions for He targets [33, 34].

To summarize, we have presented theoretical calculations of angular distributions for
2 MeV/amu C6+ + He collisions within the CTMC and CDW models in the parallel and
perpendicular emission planes. Reported experimental conditions have been taken into
account in both theoretical models here used. Corrections to the angular distributions due
to the supersonic gas-jet target momentum spread have been presented. These corrections
clearly improved the description of the electrons emitted in the forward direction as well as
the recoil peak. Thus, it is incumbent on theory to include the experimental uncertainties in
order to perform a precise comparison between theoretical models and the experiment.

The FDCS for the perpendicular plane show that even though good agreement between
theories is achieved for low Q values, it worsens as the momentum transfer increases.
According to previous studies, we expect the CTMC method to be more reliable under this
particular configuration. This fact raises the question if the perpendicular plane is particularly
sensitive to the non-orthogonal kinetic energy that is neglected in the CDW model and is
naturally taken into account in the CTMC model. On the other hand, the CTMC fails to
correctly account for the ‘recoil peak’ structure. This may be due to an inaccurate description
of 180◦ scattering between the ionized electron and the He+ recoil ion.
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